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Abstract: 
Research on rotary lip seals have been carried out for more than 50 years. As often occurs in 
tribology, first the mechanical component is proven successful and later the engineers have to 
figure out why and how it is actually working. Rotary lip seals are not an exception. Up to the 
date, the working principle behind rotary lip seals remains unveiled and a handful of hypothesis 
are found in literature. Nevertheless, the generally accepted theory relies on the microscopic 
distortion of the surface asperities to explain the main characteristics observed in rotary lip 
seal, i.e. the presence of hydrodynamics and the upstream pumping. However, that theory 
assumes a perfectly concentric seal-shaft operation which, in practice, seldomly occurs. This 
research focuses on the large stern tube seals used in sailing vessels where misalignment is 
inevitable. Due to that, this study approaches rotary lip seals from a macroscopic standpoint 
and explores the consequences of a wedge formation when the seal-shaft nominal parallelism 
is lost. 
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